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How Close are You to Achieving Your Goals 
This Month? 
Putting your heart and soul into work and life is a goal achievement 
process. Random experiences of heart and soul inspiration add to naught 
if they are not experienced in the context of your goals. I may as well eat 
ice-cream if “feeling good” is the core of my daily measure of performance.  

Have you clearly articulated your goals? if so, you’ve just wasted your time. 
Clearly articulated goals are not responsive, responsible nor adaptive to 
your world. They are too small to really measure. However, you will know 
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that you know that you know whether you are treading water 
or kicking arse. We want to be somewhere in between in order 
to live and breathe from our heart and soul. 

Not enough time is given to golf, swimming, tennis, beach 
walks, sex, romance, and too much time is given to 
entertainment, entertaining, and child care. We’re out of 
balance in the worst possible way, using our creativity time, 
our heart over head time for lax, relax, slacks, and slipping 
through life’s cracks. 

Let’s get back to the start of this newsletter: How close are you 
to achieving your goals this month? Well, there’s no need to 
write them down, no need to open your bank app to see your 
savings target, no need to ask your partner if you’re doing a 
good job nor your boss or those who work for you. You know it 
already. 

Hard Work is Bad 
Management 
I ask people how they’re going and often I hear “busy.” In my 
heart driven universe (nature) that’s a response that truly 
reflects “incompetence.” Busy is not an aspiration. Busy is not 
creative, enjoyment, love, productivity, presence, gratitude, 
certainty, goal achieving. Busy means full up with whatever 
fills the space. Busy is directionless, victim mindset. Hard 
work is busy. A person who is doing what they love is never 
busy. They can’t be because as soon as we’re busy we going too 
fast through everything we do to be present with it. And then, 
when we are not present with what we do, we’re busy and 
preoccupied with getting things done. No, busy is a sign of 
incompetence just like giving 100%. 

Why Satisfaction is a 
Dangerous Word 
When I guide people in the Himalayas (trip #57 coming soon) 
I get to know the human condition pretty well. You can 
imagine the fear, unprepared, the over ambitous, the 
enthusiasms that are not matched with ability, the anxiety 
people have for their mortality (unfounded up here as it is in 
ocean swimming but hard not to contemplate) … I see the 
visions people have that melt into fantasy on day 1 of 12 and I 
see the magnificent nature of the human spirit where, in spite 
of many obstacles, people achieve what they dreamt. The keys 
are wonderful to predict. It’s no really magic trick to lead 
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You know when 
your heart is open, 
you’ll be smiling.

You’ll know when your 
heart is open and your 
soul is guiding you… it’s 
what it feels like right now. 
If it feels a little strange it’s 
because your mind might 
be arguing with them, or 
your body doesn’t feel like 
it right now. But truthfully, 
you can’t be off track, you 
can only think that you 
think it. Most people think 
that they think… Bring 
your heart and soul to life 
and smile more..
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people, you don’t need to trust them, you just need to understand them. 

Understanding each other is essential in any walk of life. I wrote a great blog this week and will 
follow it up with a podcast about “self” and “understanding motivations.” Being Authentic … 99% 
of all our business success and personal happiness comes from just this one topic… 
UNDERSTANDING PEOPLE and WHY THEY DO WHAT THEY DO…. 

Do you UNDERSTAND PEOPLE AND WHY 
THEY DO WHAT THEY DO? 

One of the most energy consuming aspects of a working day for a leader, especially in the C-Suite 
of a business or Partner in a Consulting firm is working around and managing the behaviour of 
people we don’t fully control. Understanding people is a strong word because ultimately this leads 
to control. If you can control people you control the world. simply through understanding human 
nature this is made simple.  

Some people seem better at understanding people than others. For example: Organic farmers 
were not always organic, they were often going broke making apples with pesticides and then saw 
the light and became organic over a long period of de-toxifying their field. This was survival as 
well as genius. Hmmm, I’m wondering if that is a part of human nature? 

Second guessing human nature is a crime. It presumes that all people think all things and 
function all the same which is usually modelled on your own thinking. Ie… we see the world 
through the eyes of our own behaviour. The latest work generation Z are different to Y and Y is 
different to … etc. Each generation seeks and aspires to greatness but via different paths. One can 
become caught up understanding the nuance of different paths or understand human nature 
irrespective of that path. 

Do you understand what makes human beings do what they do? Do you understand the mindset 
of a great lover, an inspiring leader, a beautiful soul, a kind hearted warrior? You will not read it 
in books, only you will read in books stories of one person’s way, a way you would be very wise not 
to duplicate or imitate. Envy is Ignorance, Imitation is Suicide .. Ralf Waldo Emerson. So, it is 
deemed an individual journey, your journey, to self-awareness and the deeper you go, the more 
you know your own foibles, the better you’ll understand others. 

but things get in the way of this never ending exploration of the human condition. Those are the 
four substitutes and these are responses to the seven fears that exist in all humanity. Know the 
substitutes, know the fears and you understand a massive chunk of humanity. You’ll know how to 
motivate and control human behaviour (key to success and leadership) and you’ll know how to 
respond when, challenge hits your fan. 

Never stop learning. The keys to monthly success are a flexible mind. Fixed minded people are 
stressed, anxiety ridden, fail and filled with the substitutes. What are they… See the Blog at 
chriswalker.com.au or innerwealth.com - Want to bring more heart and soul home, see the 
podcast series “Change One Change All” with Troy Jones and I.  
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The Baby Steps In Understanding Others 
and How to Motivate Them to Do What 
You’d Love them To Do. 

1. OPEN MIND OR CLOSED MIND  

Are they a Growth Mind or a Fix Minded person?  

You will treat people in two different ways based on the 
answer to this question. Fixed minded people have 
expectations of how things “SHOULD BE” - “COULD BE” 
- “WOULD BE” or “OUGHT TO BE.” They are continually 
comparing what is happening to what they expect. This 
individual considers themselves “SUPERIOR” to others. 
They fear falling and are very defensive and aggressive on 
feedback. 

2. TORN OR COMMITTED 

Are they fully committed or caught in a compromise? 

You will not be met at face value by everyone you meet. 
It is difficult in a world that can pull at us from 
seemingly 100 different directions, make us busy, 
rushed, nervous, trying to serve 100 masters, (gods) 
while doing justice to none. A parent who is at work 
trying to squeeze in enough bonus achievements in a 
fixed time so they can arrive home to due their duty as 
a parent before committing themselves to evening slow 
down just before crashing into bed to get just enough 
recovery to face that day again, is not going to be 
available to “creative engagement” at work as someone 

who has no other mission priority than to build their 
own business. Be aware of the level of compromise and conflict that might be driving behaviour 
before you attempt to motivate and manage someone. It just might not be a good interaction. 

 3. REAL OR WANNABE 

We all want world peace, we all want violence to go away. We 
want to save the whales and eat organic veggies. We want 
marshmallows in our hot chocolate that are not fattening and 
we want people in America to agree with people in China and 
North Korea. We want gun laws changed… well some of us do… 
but not all. And so, we come to the third awareness for this 
newsletter. Be aware of the “all or nothing” person, the “always 
and never” person, the “got to and have to” individual who has 
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become a terrorist in the midst of goodness. A step before Bi-polar is fundamentalism which is 
rife in the religious world but has infiltrated the business and work force in the form of “right” 
and “good’ and “peace” and “equality.” Polarity in any form “good or bad” is violence in it’s most 
ugly disguise. Violent people, masquerading as Yoga teachers, meditation practitioners, ethics 
upholders, HR departments have been handed the golden orb to hold over the heads of those 
going about their day.Beware of the polarised “politically correct” individual who espouses a 
virtue for the world “environmental sustainability” but can’t stay immune from a sickness for 
more than a month at a time. We must understand this unconscious - consciousness, before we 
attempt to lead or manage them and frustrate ourselves that this individual will be what they say. 

 

4. DON’T LET PEOPLE GET INTO YOUR HEAD 

Reverse psychology has been a weapon used in war, ring fights 
and relationships since before Adam. (whenever)…  

Some children learn that by being a “trouble maker” they get 
empowered (noticed) others learn that by being “unobtrusive” 
they gain the approval of those who rescue. We all have 
unconscious games we play with each other, accidentally and 
consciously. So it is wise to be ready for it. As a man who has been 
involved in his own self-awareness for the past 40 years, seeking 
spiritual awareness and some level of solace from isolated 
collisions with reality I can bare witness to the worst of those 
games, my own. I’ve justified, rationalised, lied to myself, and 
done whatever it takes to survive. Never intentionally being bad, 
but being very slippery in the process. It’s not easy but I’d say that 
from my early years growing up in the hard school of domestic 
violence, I learnt early how people can get into your head even 
when you don’t want them to and make a real mess when they 

leave it. I’ve recently read books like “the art of not giving a F..K. 
And Athletes, Stay the F..k calm… and more. These books are about not letting people (including 
ourselves) not get into our head. However, there’s an upside, if someone gets into our head and 
reinforces the positive visions, the ambitions and possibilities of our life, then we want them, and 
us, doing it more. The key, therefore is to work out who, why and when you are going to let a 
partner, friend, colleague, client, audience, ex partner, child, parent get into your head. You can’t 
shield people by running away or putting yourself at arms length because reacting to anyone, 
good or bad reaction, puts them squarely in your head. That’s not the right process obviously. So, 
consider the possibility of knowing how to pick and choose, to pick those you don’t want in your 
head and being able to, in a flick, prevent them entering, even if you work with them, or live with 
them, daily. This is profound. And a big chunk of Innerwealth Science of Human Behaviour 
School of Conscious Awareness. 

If you’d like more information on these or other matters associated more directly with your life, 
please contact me and consider a coaching session.  

One Session (1 to 1) $600 - 2-3 hours 

Month of Inspiration (1 to 1) $2300 - 14 hours 

Annual Coaching $600 per month, 2 sessions per month, - 48 hours  
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WITH INSPIRATION AND LOVE 

CHRIS WALKER 

www.innerwealth.com 
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